PUPPETS ARE GREAT AS TOYS, BUT NOT AS SENATORS.

TELL HOWARD MARKLEIN TO STOP BEING A PARTY-LINE PUPPET.
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Marklein and his party voted to cut funding for the UW system by $250 million and cut state aid to technical colleges by 30%. Now there are over 41,000 students who have been denied financial aid. Marklein’s party-line votes are making it harder for young people to afford an education.

Marklein voted to increase UW tuition by 5.5% a year, costing students over $100 million more while cutting financial aid. He went even further, voting against freezing tuition in the UW system and against a plan that would help student loan borrowers and their families by letting them refinance their loans like a mortgage.

The last thing we need is another party-line puppet. On Nov. 4, vote NO to Marklein’s party-line politics.